
1. Satisfy education and experience requirements as defined in section 8 
above. 
 
Bachelor of Engineering in Telecommunications with Hons, 
10 years of Project Management experience across infrastructure, applications and process 
related projects as I’ll detail below. 
 

2. Demonstrated success in delivering or significantly contributing to the 
delivery of complex IT solutions/projects that service multi-stakeholder 
environments. Exposure to infrastructure, application development, 
business and process related projects. 
 

2.1 – NBNCo 
 
DATE: 2014 –2016 
POSITION:  Project Manager  

PROGRAMS: 
 Audit and remediation within the NBNCo hyperconverged environment as 

managed with partners Cisco, IBM, VMWare & EMC (30 mil program) 
 Tracking Telemetry & Control (TT&C) Program - compliance with Solution 

Readiness Review (SSR) and Solution Delivery Framework (SDF). 
PROJECTS: 
 SATA to SAS enterprise storage upgrade,  
 Upgrade to Cisco UCS Manager  
 VMWare resource remediation (rightsizing VM’s, porting VM’s with vMotion to 

higher capacity datastores, configure ESXi servers)  
 

2.2 – Telstra (CBA) 
 
DATE: 2010 – 2012  
POSITION:  Project Manager  

Collections Contact Centre Upgrade and Service Management Transition Program 
($30 million) 
 
 Upgrade of hybrid vendor platform from Nortel TDM to Cisco IPTel with 

Genesys functionality.  
 Worked with vendors Gen-I, Dimension-Data , HP, Cisco and Verint. 
 Transition of Service Management from Gen-I to Telstra. 



 Service Management Build - IT Service Continuity, Business Continuity, Service 
Management Plans, Incident / Service Request processes and documentation. 

 Strategic IT relocation of business units within the CBA Collections 
environment. 

 Provisioning voice, data, MFD and multimedia services for CBA branch and 
admin sites. 

 CBA Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) capacity upgrades and point of failure 
elimination. 

 Call centre technologies including Verint call recording, IVR, Genesys & Cisco 
VOIP. 

 Configuring core and edge routers (QOS policies, VLAN trunking, router 
configuration scripts) for newly introduced and network connected banking 
applications sitting on mainframe and content servers. 

 Deploying call recording, speech transcription, enterprise voicemail and NAS 
storage / repository solutions in CBA contact centres. 

 

2.3 – Ensyst IT 
 
DATE: 2012 – 2013 
POSITION:  Project Manager  

 
 Deployment or migration to Microsoft Office 365 & Windows 7 for customers 

(Mcgrath Real Estate, TAL Insurance, IOOF Holdings Pty Ltd, and DPWorld).  
 Deployment of collaboration, enterprise business and cloud administration 

applications such as Lync, SCCM, Sharepoint, Azure, Citrix (XenApp, 
XenDesktop) in varying sized customer enterprises. 

 Handling portfolios for larger scale clients containing multiple projects as 
many as 15-20 at a time.  

 

2.4 – Telstra (Qantas) 
 

DATE: February 2006 – October 2008 
POSITION:  PMO Officer / Project Manager   
 

 Connecting nationwide Avaya ACD’s / PABX’s to a Qantas IP Network through 
IP Trunking  

 Upgrade to voicemail management system for 6800 users to an IPTel unified 
comms solution. 

 Rerouting transnational SITA links with upgrade of Nortel passport switch. 
 Connecting and migrating new /old equipment to WAN/LAN, and 

implementing network security solutions in line with Enterprise security 
protocol.  

 Projects within Desktop Refresh and Upgrade to Windows XP Programs.  



 Discover / reconcile Telstra assets in the environment for correct billing and 
maintenance.  

 

3. Extensive experience in managing all phases of the project lifecycle 
including definition, planning, design, development and implementation. 
Ability to conduct project health checks and develop rescue/recovery 
plans and effectively manage resources in order to achieve business 
objectives. 
 

3.1 Project initiation and feasibility: 
 

Ref 2.1: 
Scope projects and prioritisation parameters after meeting with executive level 
and SME’s that interpret diagnostics, faults, statistics, alarms, security threat and 
exceeded capacity markers.  
 
Ref 2.2: 
 Scoped and quoted new BAU projects  
 Assisted in pipeline forecasting for the program 
 Working with bid managers and pre-sales to win new business, conduct 

feasibility and develop proposals for new clients. 
 

Ref 2.3: 
Requirements specification for the client.  Including site audit and preparation, 
configuration, hardware & license purchase (Importing and syncing existing AD / 
Directory structures and identity federation), scope for self-administration and 
onboarding into Ensyst’s Service Management.  
 
 
Ref 2.4: 
Review existing voice infrastructure and proposing solutions meeting gaps in the 
contractual requirements. 

 

3.2 Planning: 
 
For most if not all these assignments 
Build a project management plan adapted from PMBOK (4 phases, 12 knowledge 
areas) to enterprise delivery frameworks like SDF (NBNCo) and TDP (Telstra). 
 
For 2.1 and 2.2 assisted with the program management plan; identifying project 
interdependencies, resourcing, budgets, timelines and a mutual governance 



structure between the independently managed projects.  
 
Design and development is a recurring theme on the transformation and 
transition projects within 2.1, 2.2 & 2.4. 
 
Typically following a flow of Conceptual Design -> Proof of Concept >  Detailed 
Design -> Pilot -> Cutover (national rollout schedule) -> Operational readiness & 
handover -> Project closure 
 

3.3 Executing 
 
All assignments: 
Develop detailed implementation plan, follow change management procedures, 
issue communications, negotiate outage windows and standby resources for 
handover period to operations.  

 

3.4 Project monitoring and control 
 
 Establish reporting and delivery governance to the SDF methodology within 

NBNCo and TDF within Telstra 
 Track and monitor budgets, project resource utilisation, in tandem with 

resource managers, PMO and financial controllers. 
 Participate in process improvement and post implementation reviews. 

 
 

4. Knowledge of business analysis, software development lifecycle, 
testing transition and change management practices. 

 
Ref 2.2: 
 Transition of Service Management from Gen-I to Telstra. 
 Service Management Build - IT Service Continuity, Business Continuity, Service 

Management Plans, Incident / Service Request processes and documentation. 
 Worked with business analysts, operational readiness SME, Service Delivery 

Manager  
 

From 2.3 and 2.4 we followed SDLC for desktop refresh projects and new 
applications/upgrades/iterations.  
 
Typically progressing through Requirements-> Design-> Test-> Release 
(package installer) -> rollback (if needed) 

 



5. Demonstrated understanding of Project Management best practices. 
Ability to develop and apply standard processes, templates and tools to 
ensure consistent working practices and standardization across all 
aspects of the project lifecycle. 

 
Applicable to all the aforementioned projects. Though here is a very specific 
project that encompasses this question 
 
NBNCo (Satellite Services Program) 
DATE: April 2015 – Sept 2015 
POSITION:  Senior Project Manager 

 Tracking Telemetry & Control (TT&C) program - compliance with Solution 
Readiness Review (SSR) milestone within the Solution Delivery Framework (SDF) 

 Produce documentation deliverables; Business Continuity Plans (BCP), Capacity 
Management Plan, Ops Model Document, Training documentation, Process 
Inventory Matrix (PIM) and more.  

 
 

6. Excellent interpersonal and negotiation skills, with proven ability to 
interact effectively with others and to build productive working 
relationships with colleagues and a diverse range of stakeholders in a 
collaborative and consultative manner.  
 
 
Peter Hackett 
Project Manager for vendor Cisco during the NBNCo assignments 
 
 



 
 
I’ve done sales, films, theatre, backpacking around the globe, debated on stage and enough 
politics to know how to be considerate and inclusive. 
 
Take this as gospel,  whether the earlier answers impressed you or not, my social and 
communication skills are the real ace up your sleeve. You’ll rarely come across it and they 
get remarked on years after I’ve departed a gig. 
 
My long game and what feels to me a life calling is a craft and skills series called ‘Jester In 
The Court’. 
 
Part of the inspiration for it was purely how popular I was in project meetings and the knack 
I had to make the mundane come alive. Countless times I’ve put colour back in the faces of 
people who didn’t want to be in meetings. 
 
For the next few years I need a stable career to act as foundation for developing it to the 
sublime picture that it speaks to me. Stories from work will no doubt waltz and sing their 
way into the series. 
 



7. Demonstrated high level organisational and time management skills, 
with the ability to work with minimum supervision to deadlines and to 
manage multiple activities and respond to changing priorities. 
 
I sat in BAU delivery teams during my time at Telstra and Ensyst. We time sheeted our 
projects for utilisation and I handled up to 15 projects at a time. 
 
I have done scheduling training with TBH Group. WBS, sequencing, critical path, resource 
leveling etc…. 
 
Was always appreciated by my seniors for insights about risks and opportunities within 
projects mid-flight. Presenting options to get more value within the project constraints. 
 

8. Excellent written and verbal communication/presentation skills, with 
demonstrated high-level skills in writing business cases, documentation 
and reports. 
 
I’ve written business cases for my own ventures. I was on the NEIS program and I’m slowly 
building ‘Jester In The Court’ from that plan. 
There is no spouse and kids so I won’t be stealing time from my job for it. This is purely my 
renaissance art project. Noah’s Arc to get us speaking across partisan lines again. 
 
I have helped with project charters and feasibilities at Telstra and Ensyst which as you know 
are aligned to strategic business objectives. 
 
Excellent communication skills? I have written film and TV scripts. I understand subtext more 
than 96.65% of the population. Where did I get that figure? It was my UAI that got me into 
my Telecommunications Engineering degree. 
 
Thank you for reading this far. 
 
Fadi Alameddin 
0413 028 244 
fadialameddin@gmail.com 
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